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Kori S. Carew, Esq. is an attorney, TEDx speaker, and
community builder who generates awareness and
understanding of critical human issues by creating the
space and climate for open dialogue that is meaningful,
and enables people to expand their perspective and drive
positive change. With grace and truth she is a people
inclusion strategist, advocate, speaker, coach, writer,
status quo disruptor, truthteller, wife, and mother of two
curly-haired, wise, energetic, fierce, spitfire daughters.
She brings an  incisive voice, unapologetic questioning of
the status quo, and a lifelong fascination of human
potential to empowering women and historically
marginalized and excluded people. Her multi-national,
multi-religious, multi-ethnic, multi-lingual family
background gives her a keen sensitivity to belonging and
inclusion across differences.

Kori brings a fierce love of community and belonging that embraces differences to her
work, ministry, and life. At her day job she focuses on developing and implementing strategies
for individual career, leadership and organizational diversity and inclusion success, helps
organizations build bridges across differences and improve inclusion, coaches, trains on people
and leadership development as well as diversity, equity, inclusion, and belonging topics. Kori is a
nationally sought-after speaker on topics of diversity, inclusion and belonging, inclusive
leadership, talent engagement and development, authenticity and leveraging power. Her TEDx,
Just belonging: finding the courage to interrupt bias can be found here. Beyond her work
within organizations she actively serves her community as a legal and civic leader.

Kori is the Chief Catalyst Officer and Founder of the consulting firm Bridge 68 LLC
focused on empowering individuals and organizations to be their best through people
and leadership development and cultivating belonging, inclusion, diversity and equity. She
brings 22 years of experience leading, advocating and counseling in law firms including 
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https://www.ted.com/talks/kori_carew_just_belonging_finding_the_courage_to_interrupt_bias


leading Inclusion and Diversity strategies and programs in AmLaw 100 law Firms and 30
years DEIB experience. Kori was most recently the Chief Inclusion and Diversity Officer at
an international AmLaw 100 law firm Seyfarth Shaw where she rolled out several talent,
belonging and inclusion initiatives including The Belonging Project.

Kori took up painting during the pandemic and is energized by helping people live their best
lives. She loves to sing, cook, entertain, dance (including in the hallways at work), and read when
she is not equipping leaders to be inclusive, interrupt bias and disrupt the status quo, or helping
individuals live their best and fiercest lives. When she is not "working" she focuses her voice and
talent on issues of gender equity and rights, inclusion, and human and civil rights, serving in her
church and community, entertaining in her home, and cherishing her phenomenal community. 

Kori is a Certified Dare to Lead™  Facilitator, a certified Gallup CliftonStrengths® Coach
and an IDI Qualified Administrator. She also is an Enneagram 1 (improver) and Conscious
Reformer on the Insight Profiles Discovery wheel (blue). Her top 5 CliftonStrengths® are:
connectedness, achiever, learner, responsibility, and context.
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https://www.seyfarth.com/the-belonging-project.html

